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Intermec CV30 POS terminal (CV30A0E1000803)
CV30 - Intel XScale PXA270 (520 MHz), Bluetooth, 6.10.16 cm (4") TFT LCD, 640 x 480,
128MB SDRAM, Windows Mobile 5.0 Premium, 1470g
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Price details:
Price excl. VAT: 2,415.73 €
Eco fees: 0.41 €
VAT 21 %: 507.39 €

Product details:
Product code: CV30A0E1000803
EAN:
Manufacturer: Intermec

2,923.53 €
* VAT included
- Best-in-class flexibility offers the most versatile set of features and options for fixed mount vehicle and stationary
applications
- Smallest full-screen footprint
- Improves forklift safety by increasing driver visibility
- Ideal solution for cross-application deployment
- Versatile ADC Control Center that enables real-time decision-making through integration and management of multiple
types of data inputs
Product Overview
The CV30 rugged fixed mount computer provides flexibility and high-performance capabilities in a compact design that
delivers real-time wireless supply chain management right where the data is - at the dock, in the freezer, on the
warehouse floor, or in the yard. Incorporating the CV30 into your warehousing or manufacturing operation will enhance
efficiency, increase safety and improve operator performance and productivity.
The CV30 is engineered to withstand the abuse of industrial environments and to satisfy user demands that vehicle
mount computers be as durable as forklifts. Its cast magnesium housing, standard heated display and solid state design
provides protection exceeding industrial and military standards. The CV30 thrives in harsh environments where dust,
moisture or extreme temperatures are constants.
With the addition of Intermec's SmartSystems , the CV30 can be used to remotely manage peripherals such as
Bluetooth® scanners and RFID, as well as to remotely and easily manage global deployments.
Main specifications:

Display
Display diagonal:
Display resolution:
Touchscreen:

6.4 "
640 x 480 pixels
Y

Processor
Processor frequency:
Processor family:
Processor model:

0.52 GHz
Intel XScale
PXA270

Ports & interfaces
Ethernet LAN (RJ-45) ports:
USB 2.0 ports quantity:
VGA (D-Sub) ports quantity:
DC-in jack:

Operational conditions

1
2
1
Y

Operating temperature (T-T):
Storage temperature (T-T):
Relative humidity:

-30 - 50 °C
-30 - 70 °C
5 - 95 %

Certificates
Certification:

RoHS, WiFi

Weight & dimensions
Weight:

1470 g

Other features
Dimensions (WxDxH):
Networking features:
Display:

189.2 x 54.6 x 176.5 mm
Fast Ethernet
LCD

*PLEASE NOTE: Every effort has been made to ensure the accuracy of all information contained herein. Lasystems makes no warranty expressed or implied with respect to
accuracy of the information, including price, editorials or specifications. Lasystems or its suppliers shall not be liable for incidental, consequential or special damages arising from, or
as a result of, any electronic transmission or the accuracy of the information contained herin, even if Lasystems has been advised of the possibility of such damages. Product and
manufacturer names are used only for the purpose of identification.

